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Gretta Sarfaty is a multimedia artist who works since the beginning of the 1970s with drawing, painting, 

printmaking, photography, performance and video. Named Alegre Sarfaty at birth, she changed her 

name as she moved around the world, being also known as Gretta Grzywacz, Greta Sarfaty Marchant, 

or even simply as Gretta. Her art is internationally acknowledged for its relation to Feminism and the 

emergence of Body Art in the contemporary aesthetics. 

 

Born in Athens, Greece, Gretta moved with her family to São Paulo, Brazil, in 1954, naturalizing as 

Brazilian. Between the late 1970s and the mid-1980s, she lived also in Europe (France and Italy), and in 

New York City, when her work reached international recognition. In the 1990s, she moved to London, 

where she lived till 2015, when she decided gradually moving back to São Paulo and New York. Since 

2019, Gretta is stablished in São Paulo, where she currently lives and works. More recently, her 

artworks from the 1970s and 1980s has been included in important institutions’ collections, such as 

Museo Reina Sofía, Pinacoteca de São Paulo and others. 

 

 

 

ǀ    Formative years (1966-73) 

 

 

As a teenager, Gretta’s expectation was to become a nuclear physicist, but her actual life took another 

path. She got married at the age of 17 years, having three kids with her then-husband, José Grzywacz. 

She saw the arts as way to conciliate her status of married woman and her motherhood with a 

professional career. Such relational position and condition have influenced most of her artistic 

production till the present. Gretta studied at the Pan Americana art school in São Paulo (1966-67), 

taking classes with painter Walter Levy (1905-1995). In 1968, she worked as a commercial designer at 

the MacCann Erickson Publicidade S/A. She was also taught by Ivald Granato (1949-2016), in 1972-73, 

who she organized small shows with. Also in 1973, Gretta founded na artists’ group called G.R.A.L., with 

other three women visual artists residing in São Paulo: Rosa Figueiredo de Albuquerque, Astarté 

Mennucci Giesbrecht e Lya Amaral Souza – the group’s name is composed of each one’s name’s first 

letter. They exhibited their works together in galleries and salons (in São Paulo, Sorocaba, Santo André, 

São Caetano do Sul, Belo Horizonte, Curitiba, Brasília and Rio de Janeiro). 
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As a member of G.R.A.L. and Granato’s student, Gretta made her debut showing her pangs and 

drawings in 1973, obtaining a commendation for her participation in the 1st Salão de Artes Plásticas de 

Sorocaba. In 1973-74, she took classes at the FAAP school and the Documenta art gallery, both in São 

Paulo, where she studied printmaking techniques under the advices from Savério Castellano (1934-

1996) and Mário Gruber (1934-2011), specializing on dry point technique. Gretta kept a professional 

engraving press in her studio and edited her own works. Then, she had her first solo show, at Petite 

Galerie, in Rio, organized by Franco Terranova, an Italian gallerist who advised Gretta to promoting her 

career as a visual artist; he also supported her to keep working for a bigger solo show in two years, a 

time to participate in more collective exhibitions and increase her curriculum. 

 

 

 

ǀ    From Metamorphosis to Transformations (1974-1977) 

 

 

In collaboration with Júlio Abe Wakahara (1941-2020), Gretta started, in 1974, her poetic research in a 

laboratory of photography, creating a personal language to project deformations during the 

developing/printing process, manipulating the paper to generate different results from the same 

source-image. She developed this procedure in 1974-5, when she was invite to create a video 

promoting her second solo exhibition (also organized by Terranova) – that took place at Galeria Arte 

Global, in São Paulo, 1976, where she presented paintings and on paper from the series entitled 

“Metamorphosis”, as well as a set of drawings from the series “Transformations”. 

The manipulation of photographic printing allowed the development of three series of photographs 

entitled “Auto-Photos”, “Transformations” and “A Woman’s Diary”, made between 1975 and 1977. 

They were compiled into the artist’s book “GRETTA: Auto-Fotos”, published in 1978 by Massao Ohno 

(1936-2010), in São Paulo. This book was reissued in 2021 by Central Galeria, also in São Paulo, almost 

a facsimile of the original one – it was included a photograph from “A Woman’s Diary” made in 1977 

that had been excluded from the first version of the book, as well as a text by art historian Mirtes 

Marins. 

In 1975, Gretta also participated at the 13th Bienal Internacional de São Paulo, showing a series of 

paintings from her first experimentations based on the projection of distorted images on the canvases, 

at that moment she had called them “Protoplasmas”, incorporating them into the series 

“Transformations”. With Gretta’s “Auto-Photos” book been published in 1978, she had another solo 

show at the Galeria de Arte Bonfiglioli, showing the paintings created from the photographs in the book. 

The same artworks were also showed in Brasilia, at the VASP’s art gallery, in the same year. That time, 

Gretta used photoliths to project the distorted images she created to generate her drawing and 

paintings, but this procedure mediated by photography was stigmatized as a synonym of lack of artistic 
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skills, thus, Gretta did not let it publicly manifest that she was using this method – what is not such a 

problem nowadays, revealing the difference of status for photographic media in the visual arts. 

Recently, Gretta has exhibited her positive and negative photoliths for the first time within an 

installation to reveal the connection of her paintings to her performative-photos, as it is highlighted in 

Tálisson Melo’s curating for “Retransformations” (at Auroras, São Paulo, March-May, 2022).  

Since 1976, Gretta started alternating periods of stay in Europe (for each three months of her kids’ 

vacations). She kept creating and presenting artworks in São Paulo, but, being in Paris, she managed to 

being integrated into a network of artists, curators and critics that made possible for her to exhibit in 

other countries, such as Belgium, Germany, Italy, Portugal and the Netherlands, in solo and group 

shows. 

Also in Paris, she took part of a group of women artists named Collectif Femmes/Art, organized by 

French painter and psychoanalyst Françoise Eliet (1909-1983), launched with the « Manifeste 

Enfermement/Rupture », published in the journal L’Humidité (Frebuary, 1977), signed by Eliet, 

Claudette Brun, Colette Deblé, Monique Frydman, Michèle Herry, Christine de Buzon, and illustrated 

with a work by Gretta. Besides weekly meetings, the group also took part in events organized in 

Portugal by Paris-based Portuguese art critic Egídio Álvaro (1937-2020) – the Encontros Internacionais 

de Arte (1976-77). Eliet had created the group reuniting around 30 women artists living in Paris by then, 

its aim was to change the low representation of women artists in galleries and museums, and it was 

active between 1976-78. Another international artist that joined the Collectif was Polish-born 

Argentinian Lea Lublin (1929-1999), whose work is known by its conceptualism and performative 

intervention. 

 

 

ǀ    Performative modifications (1978-81) 

 

 

In Paris, Gretta also shared a studio with Portuguese artist Artur Barrio, who potentialized her 

connection to performance art, a language she has experienced since 1973, during Granato’s 

workshops. Visiting São Paulo in 1978, Gretta took part in the happening “Mitos Vadios” (“Vagabond 

Myths”) orchestrated by Granato and Helio Oiticica (1937-1980). It was proposed as collective 

performance counting on the participation of around 20 artists living in São Paulo, Rio and Buenos Aires. 

It took place in a parking lot on Augusta Street, downtown São Paulo, on a Sunday, close to the opening 

of the 1st Latin American Bienal de São Paulo, once it was a contestation against the theme “Myths and 

Magic” stablished for exhibition. At that occasion, Gretta performed for the first time in public, 

embodying the character she called “A Maga” (“The Witch”) – a performance she brought back into life 

in 2007, at her studio in London, under the title “Women of the World”. 
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In 1978, Gretta also created an intimate performance within the studio, photographing her own 

enactment – she is naked and interacting with a thick cord, the gesture is registered in a set of 110 

photos, the positions are ambiguous, some look like Gretta is fighting against a serpent or trying to 

escape from the entanglement of the rope around her body, some look more like a sexual relationship. 

This series entitled “Enlace” has kept unshown until recently, when Gretta presented them as a slide-

projection installation in a group show, in 2020 – "FARSA. Língua, fratura e ficção: Brasil-Portugal" 

curated by Marta Mestre and Pollyana Quintella (at SESC Pompéia, São Paulo). 

In 1978, Gretta started creating a new photographic series named “Evocative Recollections”. Marked 

by the patterns of a veil that is the foreground of the image, it reveals Gretta’s naked body in different 

poses on a mattress, rolling and moving, petting and playing a cat. The same title was given to the 

performance Gretta presented the next year in Paris, at the Centre Georges Pompidou, during the 

Journées interdisciplinaires sur l’art corporel et performances that took place from 15th till 18th February 

1979. It was organized by Jorge Glusberg (founder of CAYC, an Argentinian group of conceptual artists), 

and held in the museum’s program directed by Pontus Hultén. Gretta performed “Evocative 

Recollections” to the event’s audience wearing a transparent leotard on a mattress installed on the 

stage’s floor, surrounded by a lacy mosquito net. In the occasion, a black cat – lent by artist Leopoldo 

Maler –, scratched Gretta’s leotard and skin, radicalizing the metaphor on the female soul striving for 

autonomy and the limiting conditions imposed to women in society. Still in 1979, Gretta reenacted 

“Evocative Recollections” for video-recording during an exhibition at the Internationaal Cultureel 

Centrum, in Antwerp, Belgium, and at the Galleria Civica d’Arte Moderna di Ferrara, in the Centro 

Videoarte di Palazzo dei Diamanti – an experimental program dedicated to video art directed by curator 

Lola Bonora. 

Staying for some months in Milan, between 1979-81, Gretta had another solo show with her paintings 

based on her distorted self-portraits, in the gallery Diagramma, directed by Luciano Inga-Pin (1927-

2009), one of the most important enthusiasts of body art and performance in Italy who curated shows 

based on happenings, actions, events, activities and installations – including propositions by 

experimental artists such as Marina Abramović, Gina Pane (1939-1990), Urs Lüthi, Günter Brus, Franco 

Mazzucchelli, and Bruce Nauman. Inga-Pin also included Gretta’s work in his book “Performances: 

Happenings, Actions, Events, Activities, Installations…” (1978), proposing a history for the arts attached 

to the body, mentioning works by Piero Manzoni Dan Graham, Allan Kaprow, Herman Nitsch, Vito 

Acconci, Yves Klein, Lygia Clark, Francisco Copello, Rebecca Horn, Charlotte Moorman, Yayoi Kusama, 

Barbara Lloyd, Meredith Monk, Rose English, Marja Samson, Laurie Anderson, Wolf Vostell and Joseph 

Beuys. 

Gretta’s presence and projection in the Milanese art scenes that time got the attention of art critic Gillo 

Dorfles (1910-2018), a central figure to the theorization of Body Art in Europe, who wrote about her 

work for an anthology about modern and contemporary art – the magazine L’Arte Moderna (organized 

by Franco Russoli for Fratelli Fabbri Editori), as well as in his book about fashion, body and culture – 

“Mode & Modi”, 1979. There, Gretta was a guest at Giancarlo Politi’s place and this connection was 
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important for her to have more international visibility, since Politi was editor of Flash Art, including her 

“Transformations” in one issue of the magazine. 

In Italy, Gretta kept a creative process with her then-partner Italian artist Elvio Becheroni (1934-2001). 

That time, Becheroni’s artwork was based on the compositions from grid structures in bidimensional 

and tridimensional languages, and his poetics was related to the relationship between human and 

nature. This plastic and philosophic references inspired Gretta’s creation of a new performance 

addressing the issue of social and individual autonomy from the perspective of women to a humanist 

question about freedom. Entitled “Modificazione e Appropriamento di una Identitá Autonoma”, in 

this performance, Gretta acts inside an installation projected by Becheroni, a wooden cubic structure 

enmeshed with paper strips composing grid-like layers. The artist moves examining the material of the 

jail surrounding her, as she tears the strips and burst the grids, more of her body is revealed while she 

gradually reaches the foreground and break out of installation. Then Gretta faces the audience (or the 

camera in registered versions) and starts going back to the dark bottom of the ruined cube. The 

background sound for the performance is a music composed by Lino Patruno, and a voice record of 

Gretta and other women’s voices reading a poem about autonomy. For all the enactments of this 

performance, she was wearing red leotard and leggings as an allusion to the political situation of Brazil 

under the military dictatorship. 

This performance was firstly presented at the Palazzo dei Diamanti, Ferrara, 1979, when it was recorded 

by Becheroni in super 8 and a series of photos for the book “Gretta & Becheroni - Modificazione e 

Appropriamento di una Identitá Autonoma”, published in Milan by Prearo Editore, in 1980. It was 

reenacted at the ICC in Antwerp – when it was recorded in video-tape –, and at the Pinacoteca de São 

Paulo, both in 1981. With the distorted photographs of “Auto-Photos” and the multiplication of 

“Evocative Recollections”, this performance became Gretta’s most iconic artwork, and it was reenacted 

later by herself at the Leeds College of Art & Design (2009), in partinership with artists Mikey Georgeson 

and Martin White, with videorecord by Gordon Beswick. It had been reenacted before, in Gretta’s solo 

show at Foster Goldstrom Gallery (New York, 1993), by a friend, Yara Kupferminz Lutzky. 

More recently, the same work was reenacted by actress Ana Rocha, during the opening of Gretta’s solo 

show at Galeria Nuno Centeno (Porto, Portugal, 2022). Also, the Pinacoteca de São Paulo acquired the 

guide to reenact this performance, besides the original video of the performance. The register of Gretta 

enactment for “Modificazione e Appropriamento di una Identitá Atonoma” was also presented in the 

survey catalog Histórias da Dança / Histories of Dance, curated by Adriano Pedrosa, Julia Bryan-Wilson 

and Olivia Ardui at the MASP, in 2020. Also in 2011, photographich records of this performance by 

Gretta were included in the retrospective exhibition “Arte como registro, registro como arte”, curated 

by Ana Paula Nascimento and Gabriel Moore, at the Pinacoteca, assembling performances that took 

place in the institution throughout its history. 
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ǀ From Brazil to New York to Europe, France, Bahia (1982-97) 

 

 

After years living between Brazil and Europe, Gretta was back in Brazil in the early 1980s for a longer 

and deeper stay. She decided to start a new series of paintings addressing an issue she had to face as 

she was trying to represent her country through her artworks – entitled “Self-portrait of Brazil”. 

Gretta’s realization that only few people abroad knew anything about Brazil’s culture, combined with 

her belief that Brazilians do not value their own culture highly enough, led her on a single-minded effort 

to capture the spirit of Brazil in a series of portraits depicting the 50 most prominent and legendary 

national figures at that time – singers Gilberto Gil and Gal Costa; actresses Fernanda Montenegro, 

Marília Pêra, Tônia Carrero and Sonia Braga; theater director Antunes Filho; TV showmen Chacrinha 

and Silvio Santos; actors Grande Othelo, Gianfrancesco Guarnieri, and Paulo Autran; soccer player Pelé; 

religious figures Mãe Menininha do Gantois and Chico Xavier; among many others. Gretta spent some 

time inserted in their routines for an intimate process she calls “drawing their soul, the colors of their 

aura”. The series was exhibited at the MASP and the Museu Nacional de Belas Artes (MNBA), in Rio de 

Janeiro, 1983 – a catalogue was published (in Portuguese, Italian and English), with all portraits and 

statements by the people she drew telling how they see themselves and their contributions to the 

country. 

In January 1984, Gretta moved to New York City, residing in the Chelsea Hotel, Manhattan, and 

immerged in the scene of experimental artists and rock’n’roll musicians and producers – such as Kenny 

Vance, member of the Jay and the Americans. At the time, in Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn, the Rabbi 

Simon Jacobson, author of the book "Toward A Meaningful Life", started a study group about the 

Kabbalah, and Gretta was one of the first women to have contact with that content, while she was 

searching for ways to reconnect her Jewish cultural roots. During the lessons and celebrations, Gretta 

took photos of men and boys interacting, composing the series Kabbalah Photos (1984-85), she also 

drew scenes from observation that also derived into a series Kabbalah Paintings (1985).  

On November 24, 1984, following the Shabbat ritual of prayer and meditation with candles, Gretta 

ended up falling asleep, and causing a blaze inside her room in the Hotel Chelsea. Nobody suffered 

injuries, even Gretta, but the experience was as traumatic as inspirational, marking a new beginning for 

her life. After that, Gretta started working for a new multimedia event involving performance, painting 

and video – what Gretta called an “art opera”. She created a script and a series of paintings based on 

Spanish painter Francisco de Goya’s controversial work – specially “Los Caprichos”, “Fire at Night”, 

“Witche’s Sabbath”, “A Way to Fly” and the versions of “La Maja”.  Under the title “La Maja – Goya 

Time”, Gretta assembled the painting and her narrative performance-installation, she was embodying 

“La Maja” her for a group of artists which were reinterpreting the historical painting by Goya in a big 

studio, that was one from three main pieces that composed the collaborative project-spectacle entitled 

“Goya Time, 1985, New York”. Other pieces were the musical “Los Capricios” directed by composer 
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Butch Morris (1947-2013) and “Time a Way to Fly”, with the script by Sandro Dernini – creator of the 

group Plexus – and Gretta Sarfaty. 

In 1986, Gretta started a partnership with artist and mediator Willoughby Sharp (1936-2008), who put 

her in touch with sound art and composer Charlie Morrow and the INTERCOM group – composed by 

artists-scientists Timothy Binckley, George Chaikin (1944-2007), and Ira Schneider. They were working 

on computer art in connection to universities and laboratories. During the Heinrich Hertz Centennial 

Celebration, in 1987, they created the work "Who killed Heinrich Hertz?", an experimentation 

mediated by bi-directional cable-TV microwave transmission. Besides the enactment for the 

performance, Gretta also created the patterns that were the base for the computational image-

generation process. The group’s work on computational art inspired Gretta to manipulate patterns for 

to insert into her paintings and collages, as it is the case of the series “Virtual Body Works” and 

“Symmetrical Reincarnations”. 

This was the moment Gretta created the relational work entitled “My Single Life in NY”, based on the 

register of dates she had with guys that found her announces “looking for a man” published in three 

different local newspapers (the New York Times, Village Voice and The Yorker) – a method many lonely 

New Yorkers used to employ that time to meet people. Besides a video recording conversation between 

Gretta and different guys (edited in 1987 by Joseph ), she created a painting series “My Single Life in 

NY” (1986-1987). In these paintings, it is visible the expressionist base of Gretta’s gesture from her first 

series “Metamorphosis” coming back under another theme and through new materials such as 

holographic papers, glitter and plastic embedded in oil on canvas. 

Between 1986 and 1988, Gretta also created a series of paintings entitled “Intimacy” based on the 

remaking of representations of women in historical artworks like “Le Déjeuner sur l'herbe” and 

“Olympia” by Édouard Manet (1832-1883), “Venus de Urbino” by Ticiano (ca.1538), and others. The 

theme of women’s representation in art history got Gretta’s attention one more time some years later, 

in 1997, when she created the painting series “Reflections of a woman”. The quotation of historical 

paintings and gestures representing femininity and women as a procedure for Gretta’s poetics had its 

germ with the project “La Maja” based on Goya’s work. 

Back in Brazil, in 1988, Gretta organized a retrospective solo show “Europa, França e Bahia”, curated 

by Willoughby Sharp and Gretta herself at the Paço das Artes and the Museu da Imagem e do Som, with 

her artworks made from the “Metamorphosis” series (1974) to her most recent works by that time, the 

paintings “Reincarnations”, 1988. The catalogue of the show makes evident the critical reception of 

Gretta’s work that time. In this exhibition, Gretta brought the idea of “The Witch” from “Mitos Vadios” 

back into life by the means of “The Pyramid”, a big tent of white fabric and lights inside, the audience 

was invited to enter for a collective practice of meditation, singing, energizing and plants caring, it was 

the New Age influence on poetics. She also cocreated another installation with INTERCOM member 

Georges Chaikin – “NASA Project” –, a dark room with the celling covered of plastic floating-balloons 

with faces painted of fluorescent material, and a tube TV showing "Who killed Heinrich Hertz?". The 
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exhibition was idealized by art dealer and Gretta’s friend Camille Masrour, who died few months before 

the opening of the show. The show also included the projection of Ira Schneider’s video “Gretta Seen 

Through the Lace”, showing the artist painting at her studio in New York City. 

Based in the NYC, Gretta showed her work in a collective opening the Amazoni Gallery in the Trump 

Tower (1984), and in a solo show at Keith Green Gallery. Later, she was invited to create the portraits 

for the American made-for-TV movie “The Portrait” (a TNT production), directed by Arthur Penn, 

starring Gregory Peck, Lauren Baccall and the young actress Cecilia Peck, who played Margareth Church, 

a role inspired by Gretta's life and art studio, as well as the protagonist's paintings that were actually 

created by Gretta. 

Gretta also had a solo show in NYC, in 1993, curated by Berta Sichel at the Foster Goldstrom Gallery, 

where she exhibited a series made previously, “Body Works / Metamorphic recollections”, from 1981-

85. Adapting to art-market’s demand for newness, Gretta signed her previous works as they had been 

created more recently, as 1991 or 1992. Monique Goldstrom also presented works by Gretta in solo 

shows at the Jansen-Perez Gallery, in Los Angeles, California, and in San Antonio, Texas. In April, 1993, 

Gretta had a solo show at the Escritório de Arte Renato Magalhães Gouvêa, in São Paulo, Brazil, 

exhibiting the paintings series “Soho Scenes”, paintings and drawings she had created for the movie 

“The Portrait”. 

 

 

ǀ From Metamorphic Recollections to Alegre Sarfaty Collection (1997-2015) 

 

In 1995, Gretta got married to Richard Marchant, a British art dealer specialized in Chinese and 

Japanese porcelain. With her then-husband, Gretta moved to London, taking most of her art works 

from NYC with her intending to be inserted in a new art scene. But, throughout two decades Gretta 

lived in London, although she had been creating new series of artworks, her main activity was more 

related to mediating the insertion of other artists. This was another transformation in her life-style and 

artistic production that was marked by the launching of a collaborative artists-run space starting from 

Gretta’s studio. From 2004 till 2008, it was located in an 18th century Georgian house on Kensington 

Church Street; then, it was transferred to Kings Cross, where it kept active still its closure in 2013. 

Gretta’s place was called Sartorial Contemporary Art, its name was totally connected to her British life, 

since it was a homage to her favorite winner horse race, Sartorial. Her insertion in the scene of races 

involved Gretta so deeply at the beginning of her stay in the UK that it became the theme of paintings-

series entitled “The World of Horseracing”, she exhibited at The National Horseracing Museum of 

Newmarket, in 1999, with a published catalog.  

Between 2000 and 2004, Gretta was dedicated to develop the series “Youth versus Gravity” and “Myth 

of Womanhood” – a kaleidoscopic pattern built on the repetition and mirroring of photographs Gretta 

took of herself, family scenes with her grand-son, and then manipulated digitally with Photoshop. They 



were showcased as diptychs, wallpaper installation, video and a book version – with text by critic Julia 

Weiner. A main influence for Gretta to elaborate both series was the support of collector and gallerist 

Holly Solomon (1934-2002), who had founded a contemporary art gallery in Manhattan that was 

initially known for nurturing the artistic movement known as Pattern and Decoration, which was a 

reaction to the austerities of Minimal art. 

Among many projects that had place at the Sartorial Contemporary Art, Gretta curated several 

exhibitions of young artists and supported them to professionalize in the arts scene. The first curated 

event at the Sartorial was a group show organized by Gretta, and entitled “Green Door”. In this show, 

Gretta showcased some works she had created inspired by early trips to Japan, where she had contact 

with origami culture. Gretta created a kind of alter ego to sign these pieces, a young artist called Simcha 

Elias, because that time she felt there was a resistance to value the production of mid-age artists. 

Among other artists exhibited at Sartorial Contemporary Art, such as Harry Pye, Jasper Joffe, James 

Jessop, Louise Camras, Rose Gibbs, James Howard, Mikey Georgeson, Sarah Dwyer, Liz Neal, Annie 

Kevans, Hugh Mendes, Gavin Nolan, Martin Sexton, Robin Mason, Wolfgang Tillmans. Gretta is also an 

avid art collector and the work she acquired over the years was gathered under the Alegre Sarfaty 

Collection – including names of artists such as Tillmans, Cory Arcangel, Matias Faldbakken, Ryan 

Gander, Santiago de Paoli, Antonio Calderara, Josh Smith, Carmen Herrera, Jonathan Binet, Max Ruf, 

Nicolas Party, Andreas Slominski, Liam Gillick and many others. 

In 2009, Gretta presented her installation “Permutations”, a provocative work blending figurations of 

stereotypes related to the artist’s identity, Jewish and Brazilian, she projected a Star of David made of 

bananas photos and a portrait of herself sitting in a terrace. Gretta also showed a video-documentary 

about her life and career from NYC in the 1980s till the present made by Joseph Towne, “Gretta’s 

Progress I, II”, and Gordon Beswick, “Gretta’s Progress III”. One of the last events organized at the 

Sartorial was the performance-instalation “Through a Glass Darkly”, Gretta created to be embodied by 

her then-partner, Italian art historian Francesco Quaglia, who became the object of voyeuristic gazes 

from the audience, as he kept naked working in the gallery studio while the public could watch him 

through a glass door. Gretta created a series of photographs based on this performance and a video. 

With Quaglia, Camras and Gibbs, Gretta curated the performance “Anti-Valentine’s Day” (2008), 

putting the male figure again in the position of object for women’s gaze, judgment and pleasure.  

From 2010 on, Gretta started a new poetic research about her familial roots. She created a 

photographic installation inside a shed, using old and new photos of her and her parents, relatives and 

friends, that were portraited as puppets or plushy figures – “Family Portrait” (2010). This was the 

beginning of a more elaborated series using photographs of people from her family – “Familia 

Memorabilia” (2012-2013) –, and another with photographs of her first marriage – “Wedding Pictures” 

(2013). That was the Sartorial Contemporary Art closure exhibition. 

 

 



ǀ From “Reconciliation” to “Retransformations” of Gretta Sarfaty (2015 on) 

 

 

In 2015, Gretta has moved back to São Paulo and New York, bringing part of her art production that has 

been inserted in art institutions and collections. This has allowed the revisioning of her attachments to 

the Brazilian art history. Her first solo show to announce her returned to Brazil was curated by Fábio 

Magalhães in 2018, at Galeria Pilar, entitled “Reconciliation”. As Magalhães highlighted in his reading 

of Gretta’s current poetics connected to family issues –the series “Reconciliation” –, it is impossible to 

understand the artist’s language without looking back to her previous phases, finding many dialogues 

in terms of figurations, procedures, media and a general obsession to intimate issues as well as to new 

ways to express them.  

Since then, Gretta has been represented by two art galleries, Central Galeria (in São Paulo) and Galeria 

Nuno Centeno (in Porto, Portugal), that have canalized the insertion of her works into important 

institutions and private collections in Brazil and abroad. Both galleries have also promoted exhibitions 

of her historical and current production. This includes Gretta’s newest work, “Spresiano Shower in the 

Thai-Si” (2021), presented as a NFT at Tropix’s stand in the SP-Arte fair, 2022. Besides the collective 

exhibitions counting on works by Gretta, she had three solo shows that interpretate different aspects 

of her production – "Dos nossos espaços vazios internos" curated by Catarina Duncan at Central Galeria 

(São Paulo, 2019-2020); “Filmstrips” curated by André Sousa at Galeria Nuno Centeno (Porto, Portugal, 

2022), that included a reenactment of Gretta’s performance by the artist Ana Rocha; and two 

exhibitions curated by Tálisson Melo: “Retransformations” at Auroras, in partnership with Central 

Galeria (São Paulo, 2022), showcasing the original photoliths of Auto-Photos for the first time in a 

special installation; and “Revelation”, that is going to be launched at Marli Matsumoto Arte 

contemporânea (São Paulo, September 24th 2022), with reperformance of “A Maga” by Gretta herself 

and the first presentation of photographs from the “Kabbalah” series. 

 

 

text by Tálisson Melo 
(Jun. 30th, 2022) 

 


